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Prediction of bias-voltage-dependent corrugation reversal for STM images of bcc„110… surfaces:
W„110…, Ta„110…, and Fe„110…
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We predict a bias-voltage dependent corrugation reversal for scanning tunneling microscopy~STM! images
with atomic resolution of bcc-~110! transition metal surfaces: Atoms which appear usually on STM images of
metal surfaces as protrusions, may appear on these images anticorrugated, e.g., as hollow sites andvice versa
hollow sites may appear as atoms. This makes the absolute determination of atom sites by STM unreliable. We
investigate the image-reversal in detail for the W~110! surface and explain its origin on the basis of the
electronic structure. We found, the image is determined by a competition between surface resonance states with

dxz anddz2 character contributing to a direct image of atomic sites and surface-state bands around theS̄ point
of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone withpd bonding character and bonding charge between the surface
atoms. The surface states contribute to anticorrugated images. Finally the image depends on the bias voltage.
For W~110! and positive bias voltages the surface resonances dominate over the surface states leading to a
direct image of atomic sites. For negative voltages below a critical value of20.4 V calculations show a
reversed image, i.e., anticorrugation. The critical bias voltage depends slightly on the tip-sample separation.
For bias voltages around the critical value corrugating and anticorrugating contributions to the STM image
compensate each other, the corrugation amplitudes become extremely small, the atomic resolution disappears,
which is consistent with the experimental difficulties in achieving atomic resolution on W~110! for negative
voltages and stripelike images are predicted. For positive bias voltages we found a good agreement between the
theoretical results and our measured STM images. The competition between surface resonances and surface
states is a quite general mechanism and anticorrugation is expected to occur on~110! surfaces of other bcc
transition-metals@i.e., Nb~110!, Mo~110!, Ta~110!#. We demonstrated this explicitly for Ta~110!, anticorruga-
tion occurs practically over the entire bias-voltage range available by a STM and an image reversal from an
anticorrugated to a corrugated image is predicted for 1.3 V. For magnetic surfaces the image reversal may
occur twice, once for majority and once for minority states. For Fe~110! we show that the minority spin
channel controls the STM image. We predict a direct image for majority states and an anticorrugated image for
minority states below a bias voltage of 0.7 V, and we predict only one image reversal at about 0.4 V for an
ordinary non-spin-polarized STM. Employing the full-potential linearized augmented plane wave method in
film geometry, the electronic structure is determined by first principles calculations within the framework of
the density functional theory in the local~spin! density approximation. The STM analysis is carried out within
the s-orbital tip-model of Tersoff and Hamann. An efficient analysis of the corrugation amplitude in terms of
two-dimensional star coefficients of the vacuum density of states is presented. The tip-sample distance depen-
dentki-point selection to the tunneling current is analyzed. The enhancement of the corrugation amplitude due
to pz- anddz2-type tip-orbitals are determined. We show that the enhancement factors calculated are close to
the analytical factors given by Chen.@S0163-1829~98!04347-1#
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I. INTRODUCTION

The scanning tunneling microscope~STM! developed to a
very powerful real-space probe to image the surface top
raphy. However, as the resolution of the STM has reac
the atomic scale,1 the interpretation of STM images pos
sesses some difficulties. The key problem arises from
physical effect applied by the STM, which is the tunneling
electrons between a sample surface and a tip. This make
separation between the geometrical and electronic struc
PRB 580163-1829/98/58~24!/16432~14!/$15.00
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very difficult. Often a first idea for the interpretation of th
surface topography comes from the symmetries of the ato
structure reflected by the image. But this is mostly insu
cient for the chemical identification of atoms at compou
surfaces, defects, adsorbates or even the correct assign
of atom sites. Thus the key to the interpretation of an ST
image is the knowledge of the electronic structure as
been pointed out by Tersoff and Hamann.2

Experience over the past ten years has proven that
knowledge of the electronic structure is particularly impo
16 432 ©1998 The American Physical Society
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tant for the interpretation of topography images for surfa
of covalently bonded semiconductors,3–8 which show spa-
tially oriented occupied and unoccupied dangling bonds
this case the STM image may differ drastically from a s
face topography. A crucial experimental clue for the int
pretation of images on the basis of the electronic structur
provided by the dependence of the image upon tunnel v
age. The combination of voltage dependent images with
oretical electronic structure calculations developed to a p
erful approach for the analysis of atomically resolv
images.6–11

On the other hand, for metals the conventional wisdom12

says that the interpretation of metal surfaces is fairly straig
forward and rather simple: In metals, electrons screen
nuclear charge and thus follow to a good approximation
atomic structure. Thus areas of high and low tunneling c
rent should be assigned to protruding atoms or atomic in
stices, respectively. The STM image may correspond q
closely to a topography of the surface, even on the ato
scale. This type of interpretation has been widely used
atomically resolved STM images of metal surfaces.13–15

Although this argument might be true for simple meta
such as Au, Al, or Cu, in this paper we give theoretic
evidence that for transition-metal surfaces the interpreta
of STM images is far from being trivial. For W~110! we
predict anticorrugation for negative bias voltages below
certain voltage, e.g., changing the bias voltage leads to
inversion of the corrugation: protruding atoms appear
atomic interstices andvice versa. This makes a reliable as
signment of atom positions impossible. In the voltage regi
where image reversal takes place, it is even possible th
stripelike topography appears, which results from the co
petition between corrugating and anticorrugating electro
states, and atomic resolution might become impossible
particular, for W~110! we found that this transient voltag
regime stretches between20.4 V and 0 V and that the cor
rugation amplitude becomes extremely small. We specu
that this might be the origin of the big experimental difficu
ties in resolving the W~110! surface with atomic resolution a
negative bias voltages.

We explain anticorrugation on the basis of the electro
structure. We show that the STM image is determined b
competition between surface resonance states withdxz and
dz2 character contributing normal STM images with atom
appearing as protrusions and surface-state bands aroun
S̄ point of the two-dimensional Brillouin zone contributing
an unusual anticorrugated image. The surface state is opd
bonding character, with a minimum energy of 1.3 eV bel
the Fermi energy, crossing the Fermi energy and chang
from mainlyd to p type. The surface states are split-off sta
of bonding bulkpd states with bonding charges between t
atoms along the short side of the centered rectangular
cell of the bcc~110! surface. As the surface is formed,
split-off state appears due to the change of the potentia
the surface, the bond strength between atoms at the form
surface increases, the hybridization of this state with the
derlying substrate decreases, the charge density of th
formed surface state releases energy by spilling out into
vacuum and causes the anticorrugation.

We have selected the W~110! surface because it is widel
used for the growth of thin films and the exact position of t
s
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atoms is an important information and even essential, if o
tries to decide upon adsorption sites. We think, however,
this anticorrugation is a general phenomenon at bcc~110!
surfaces. We comment on the anticorrugation of Mo~110!,
Nb~110!, and Ta~110! and with Fe~110! we discuss a secon
example in detail. In fact, we speculate that anticorrugat
is a quite general phenomenon on transition-metal surfac

Anticorrugation has been discussed before in the con
of transition-metal surfaces as a tip-induced effect16 at small
tip-sample separations. In contrast, the anticorrugation
discuss here is an intrinsic effect due to the electronic str
ture of the sample. Section II outlines shortly the theoreti
determination of the STM images. Sections III and IV d
scribe the computational and experimental details. In Sec
we present our results and explain the effect by analyzing
calculated electronic structure. Finally, Sec. VI summariz
our results.

II. THEORETICAL MODEL

In this paper, STM images were calculated on the basi
the model of Tersoff and Hamann,2 which has been success
fully applied in connection withab initio calculations of
semiconductor surfaces,6–8 transition-metal silicides,9 and
transition-metal surfaces.10,11 In this model the transition
probability or tunneling currentI as a function of the bias
voltageV can be expressed exclusively by sample propert

I ~r i ,z u V!}E
2`

1`

@ f ~EF2eV1e!2 f ~EF1e!#

3n~r i ,z u EF1e!de

5E
2`

1`

gV~e!(
kin

uckin~r i ,z!u2

3d~EF1e2ekin
! de , ~1!

whereasckin
(r i ,z) is the wave function of the stateukin& of

the sample at the lateral positionr i and vertical distance17 z
between the sample and the tip.f is the Fermi function and
gV(e) is defined as the difference of the Fermi function
EF2eV1e and EF1e. In this paper the temperature ha
always been chosen as room temperature (kT50.025 eV!.
The integrandn(r i ,z u EF1e) can be referred to as the loca
density of states~LDOS! of the sample at the position of th
tip atom. The tunneling current is then proportional to t
integrated LDOS~ILDOS! of the sample.

In the more general approach of Bardeen,18 based on
time-dependent perturbation theory, the tunneling curren
proportional touM u2, whereM is the tunneling matrix ele-
ment. If we make the approximations that the DOS of the
and the tunnel matrix element are constant within the ene
range of the bias voltage, that the form of the wave funct
depends only little on the applied bias voltage, and that
tip state is ofs-orbital symmetry, thenM}c and one obtains
Eq. ~1!. Although we think that thes-orbital tip model is
sufficient for the qualitative understanding of the STM ima
on the basis of the electronic structure it fails, however,
explain the experimentally observed corrugation amplitu
quantitatively. Chen19 has generalized thes-orbital tip model
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to arbitrary orbital symmetries. He derived the so-calledde-
rivative rule, which relates the tunneling matrix elementM
for a tip wave function with a particular orbital character
the derivative of the wave functionc of the sample. For
example,M}]c/]z for a tip orbital with pz character and
M}]2c/]z22k2c/3 for a tip withdz2 character, wherek is
the inverse decay length of the wave function into t
vacuum~for details see below!. We apply the derivative rules
directly in ab initio calculations in order to estimate the in
fluence of the tip states on the STM image and to comp
the calculated corrugation amplitude quantitatively with t
experiment.

Under normal tunneling conditions the distance betwe
the outermost tip and surface atom is estimated to 4 to 10
Due to the exponential decay of the wave function into
vacuum the reliable representation of the wave functions
this region of the vacuum is a nontrivial problem. For e
ample in supercell calculations using a plane-wave basis,
difficult to go beyond 3 to 4 Å. Therefore, we use here t
full-potential linearized augmented plane wave~FLAPW!
method in film geometry.20 It is a truly two-dimensional
method consisting of a semi-infinite vacuum region, which
solved in real space, and of a finite number of atomic lay
to describe the substrate. The vacuum wave function is
panded into basis functions

ckin~r i ,z!5(
n

ckin
n dki

n ~z!exp@ i ~ki1Gi
n!r i#, ~2!

which are two-dimensional~2D! plane waves parallel to th
surface and linearized z-dependent basis functionsdki

n (z)

with

dki

n ~z!5aki

n uki

n ~ev ,z!1bki

n u̇ki

n ~ev ,z!. ~3!

aki

n and bki

n are determined by the continuity of the bas

function and its derivative at the vacuum boundary to
film interstitial. The vacuum energy parameterev , for which
the wave functions are solved is usually positioned in
vicinity of the Fermi energy. The functionuki

n (ev ,z) @and

analogously its energy derivativeu̇ki

n (ev ,z) not shown here#

is the exact numerical solution of the one-dimensio
Schrödinger equation to the laterally averaged z-depend
part of the vacuum potentialV(z):

F2
\2

2m

d2

dz2
1V~z!2ev1

\2

2m
~ki1Gi

n!2Guki

n ~ev ,z!50.

~4!

This choice of the basis functions is ideally suited to descr
the vacuum region as it already includes the exponential
cay of the wave functions with respect to the correct pot
tial. The maximal distance inz direction, which we have
taken into account, was about 13 Å and by this we co
calculate the tunneling current at realistic tip sample sep
tions.

In general, we make use of the fact that the local den
of statesn(r i ,z u e) should have the same symmetry as t
surface structure. Thus we use the rotational part of the
space group operations to form out of plane waves sym
re

n
Å.
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D
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trized plane waves, so-called ‘‘star functions’’fs
2D(r i). A

star function corresponds to a representative reciprocal
tice vectorGi

s , which is equivalent with respect to symmet
operations to a star of reciprocal lattice vectorsGi

n . This
allows the restriction of the Brillouin-zone summation ov
the irreducible part of the two-dimensional Brillouin zon
~I2BZ!.

The LDOSn in the vacuum region determining the tun
neling current in thes-orbital tip-model is written as

n~r i ,z u e!5(
s

ns~z u e! fs
2D~r i! ~5!

with

ns~z u e!5(
kin

d~e2ekin
! nkin

s ~z! ~6!

and

nkin
s ~z!5 (

n,n8
ckin

n ckin
n8* dki

n ~z!dki

n8* ~z!d~Gi
n2Gi

n8 ,Gi
s!.

~7!

For arbitrary tip orbitals,dki

n (z) in Eq. ~7! is replaced by

derivatives21 of dki

n (z) with respect toz according to the

derivative rule of Chen.
We explicitly show here the first three star function

fs
2D(r i) for a bcc-~110! surface lattice, corresponding to th

three smallest stars~s51,2,3! of reciprocal lattice vectors
Gi

s , Gi
(1)5(0,0), Gi

(2)5(1,A2), Gi
(3)5(2,0), expressed in

units of A2p/a0, with a0 being the lattice constant:

f1
2D~r i!51, ~8!

f2
2D~r i!5 1

2 @cos~Gi ,1r i!1cos~Gi ,2r i! #, ~9!

f3
2D~r i!5cos@ ~Gi ,11Gi ,2! r i #. ~10!

Gi ,1 andGi ,2 are the two-dimensional reciprocal lattice ve
tors

Gi ,15
A2p

a0

~1,A2!, Gi ,25
A2p

a0

~1,2A2!. ~11!

In order to analyze our results in terms of a simplifi
model we follow Sackset al.22 by approximating thez de-
pendent part of the vacuum wave functiondki

n (z), Eq.~3!, by

its simplified tail. The vacuum is described by a barr
V(z)50. Then, the vacuum wave function can be solv
exactly and the wave function of energye will decay inside
the barrier as

dki

n ~z!5exp~2kki

n z! ~12!

with z pointing into the barrier and with the decay consta

kki

n ~e!5A2mueu/\21~ki1Gi
n!2. ~13!

The energye is measured with respect to the vacuum pote
tial at large distance from the surface, which is zero in o
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case. We can write theki- and Gi
s-resolved contribution to

the LDOS for the eigenstateukin& at the energyekin
in the

form

nkin
s ~z!5 (

n,n8
ckin

n ckin
n8* exp@2~kkin

n 1kkin
n8 !z#

3d~Gi
n2Gi

n8 ,Gi
s!, ~14!

wheree of Eq. ~13! is replaced byekin
. In this model the

electronic structure is contained in the coefficientsckin
n and

the exponentialz-dependent decay into the vacuum is no
seen explicitly.

The corrugation amplitudeDz is calculated making use o
the observation that the corrugation is in the order of ty
cally Dz.0.10 Å for all r i within the entire unit cell, which
is tiny compared to the average tip-sample distancez0 of
aboutz0.5 Å. We write

z~r i!5z01Dz~r i! ~15!

and linearize the tunneling currentI (r i ,z(r i) u V)5I (r i ,z0
1Dz(r i) u V) aroundz0,

I ~r i ,z~r i! u V!'I (r i ,z0 u V)1
]I

]zU
~r i ,z0uV!

Dz~r i! ~16!

'I 0~V!1dI~r iuV! ~17!

with

dI~r i!5¹ r i
IU~r i ,z0!dr i1

]I

]zU
~r i ,z0!

dz~r i!. ~18!

The explicitV dependence in Eq.~18! was dropped for con-
venience. In the constant current mode the tunneling cur
~and in the Tersoff-Hamann model the ILDOS! is kept con-
stant

I ~r i ,z~r i!uV!5E
2`

1`

gV~e!n~r i ,z~r i!uEF1e!de5const~V!

~19!

and thusdI(r i)50. Taking Eq.~18! and integrating the loca
changedz(r i) from the position of minimal ILDOSr i

min to
the position of maximal ILDOSr i

max we obtain the maxi-
mum corrugation amplitude:

Dz5E
z~r i

min
!

z~r i
max

!
dz~r i!5E

r i
min

r i
max

2S ]I

]zD
~r i ,z0!

21

¹ r i
I ~r i ,z0! dr i .

~20!

Replacing the tunneling currentI by the ILDOS according to
Eq. ~19!, use the expansion of the LDOSn(r i ,z) in terms of
star functionsfs

2D(r i) @Eq. ~5!#, approximate the summatio
over the stars by the leading star contributions, since hig
star coefficients become quickly negligible, which iss51
for ]I /]z @which means we replace]I /]z at (r i ,z0) by anr i

independent]I /]z at (z0) for all r i and pull this term in front
of the integral#, and s52,3 for ¹ r i

I , we arrive at our final
result for the corrugation amplitude:
-

nt

er

Dz~z0 u V!'S

(
s52,3

Dfs
2D*2`

1`gV~e!ns~z0 u EF1e! de

E
2`

1`

gV~e!2kki50
~1! ~e !n~1!~z0 u EF1e! de

.

~21!

In this equation,Dfs
2D is the difference of the star functio

at the location of the maximum and the minimum ILDO
I (r i ,z(r i) u V):

Dfs
2D5fs

2D~r i
max!2fs

2D~r i
min!. ~22!

In order to calculate the derivative with respect toz the z
dependence of the first star coefficientn(1)(z u e) has been
approximated by n(1)(z u e)}exp(22kki50

(1) z). k is the

energy-dependent decay length:kki50
(1) 5@2mueu/\2#21/2. The

ki dependence ofk has been approximated byki50. We
will discuss below that this is a good approximation, sin
ki50 dominates then(1) contribution to the tunneling cur
rent. The origin of the coordinate system for ther i integra-
tion is located at the position of the surface atom andr i

max

andr i
min are taken from the positive quadrant of the 2D s

face unit cell. In order to suffice our choice of definition, th
the corrugation amplitude is positive if the tip-sample d
tance at the position of the atom is larger than at the hol
site, an additional sign was introduced in Eq.~21!:

S5sgnF E
2`

1`

gV~e!n~2!~z0 u EF1e! deG . ~23!

S is thus the sign of the integrated second star coefficie
This definition makes use of the fact, that the second
function has a maximum at the site of the atom and a m
mum at the hollow site taken our definition of star function
A negative sign of the second star coefficient turns the ma
mum to a minimum andvice versa. If the second star coef
ficient becomes very small then this definition is arbitra
since the corrugation pattern does not look like the sec
star function any more.

The quality of Eq. ~21! has been tested calculatin
n(r i ,z) on a finez grid in real space and evaluateDz directly
from the condition thatn„r i ,z(r i)…5const. The two different
approaches are in good agreement although the evaluatio
Eq. ~21! is much faster.

III. COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS

The electronic structure of the W~110! surface has been
calculated with the full-potential linearized augment
plane-wave method20 in film geometry. The calculations ap
ply density functional theory23 in the local ~spin! density
approximation of Barth and Hedin24 using the parametriza
tion by Moruzzi, Janak, and Williams.25 A film consisting of
11 layers has been chosen to simulate the surface using
experimental W lattice constant (a055.972 a.u.!. No vertical
relaxation of the surface has been included, since it is exp
mentally known to be less than 2%.26 The valence electrons
are treated in the scalar-relativistic approximation while
core electrons are calculated full relativistically. The ba
set used for the valence states consists of about 100
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mented plane waves per atom in the unit cell. Nonspher
terms in the potential, charge density and wave functions
expanded within the muffin-tin spheres with radiusRMT
52.456 a.u. up tol max<8. Integrations over the 2D Bril-
louin zone ~BZ! have been performed with the specialki

method.27 The self-consistent electronic structure was de
mined with 36ki points in the I2BZ. The ILDOS resolved
over the 2D BZ has been analyzed using 630ki points in the
I2BZ. All star coefficients and by this also the STM imag
and corrugation amplitudes were calculated on thiski point
basis.

Calculations of Ta~110! were performed with the sam
parameters as in the case of W~110! using the experimenta
lattice constant of Ta (a056.25 a.u.! and a muffin-tin radius
of RMT52.65 a.u.

Calculations of ferromagnetic bcc Fe~110! were carried
out employing the local spin density approximation. T
Fe~110! surface was described by a 15 layer Fe film and
theoretically determined lattice constant ofa055.23 a.u., de-
termined by minimization of the total energy with respect
the lattice constant. A muffin-tin radius ofRMT52.151 a.u.
was chosen. All other parameters are identical to those o
W~110! calculation.

The vacuum energy-parameterev was set close to the
Fermi energyEF . We tested the influence of the energ
parameter on the LDOS at the position of the tip (z055 Å!.
Settingev to the Fermi energyEF did not change the LDOS
significantly.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS

The experimental data were measured with a commer
ultra-high-vacuum~UHV! compatible scanning tunnelin
microscope~Micro-STM, Omicron! operated in a home-buil
UHV chamber with a base pressure in the low 10211 torr
range. The chamber was equipped with facilities for s
strate heating by electron bombardment and a comb
LEED/Auger-optic for checking surface crystallographic o
der and cleanliness of the sample prior to imaging with
STM. We prepared the W~110! single crystal by cycles o
heating in an oxygen atmosphere (pO5131027 torr! for 30
min and subsequent flashing up to 2600 K.28 Imaging was
carried out in constant current mode at room temperat
Typically, when trying to obtain atomic resolution imag
we took 50 Å scans with a 0.1 Å per pixel increment. T
piezotube scanner was calibrated on highly orientated p
lytical graphite~HOPG! and Si~111!-737 ex situandin situ,
respectively.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. STM images

Figure 1~a! shows a 33325 Å2 constant current topogra
phy of the W~110! surface taken at a bias voltage of abo
140 mV and a tunneling current of 10 nA. This imag
shows atomic scale corrugation appearing as an equidis
array of black interstices and nets of protrusions. The len
scale and orientation of the arrays are consistent wit
p(131) unit cell of W~110!, which suggests that the ob
served corrugations are associated with the positions of
al
re

r-

e

he
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nt
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W atoms. The features of this image where typical of tho
taken at different locations on the surface.

Figure 1~b! displays the calculated ILDOS at a distance
5 Å from the surface atoms in the energy range of (EF ,EF
150 meV!. This tip-surface distance is a typical value f
which little tip-surface interactions are expected. We fi
good agreement between experiment and theory. Both
ages show a pattern of dark spots with the symmetry of
2D surface unit cell. Looking more carefully one also finds
pattern of bright spots, with the same symmetry, which
connected by feeble, fuzzy lines. Although the atomic re
lution of the STM image can already be deduced by
symmetry and lateral scale of the pattern, it isa priori not
clear whether the bright or the dark spots correspond to
atomic sites. From the calculated image we find that at
particular bias voltage the interpretation of the STM image
indeed in line with the intuitive assumption that large tunn
current ~bright spots! corresponds to the atomic sites. Th
dark spots correspond to the hollow sites of the~110! surface
unit cell. Images at other particularly negative bias voltag
could not be obtained in this experiment.

B. Voltage-dependent corrugation reversal

On the other hand, STM images were recalculated
different bias voltages. We found a surprising result: depe
ing on the bias voltage we predict that sites of high tunnel
current correspond to the hollow sites or interstitial sit
respectively, and sites of low tunneling current correspond
the atom positions, e.g.,vice versato the results of Fig. 1.

FIG. 1. Comparison of experimental and calculated STM ima
~a! Atomically resolved clean W~110! surface at a bias voltage o
about 40 mV and a tunneling current of about 10 nA. The scan a
is 33 Å 3 25 Å. ~b! Calculated ILDOS at a distance of 5 Å above
the surface atoms in an energy range equivalent to~a!. Line section
as indicated in~a! is presented in Fig. 3.
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This corrugation reversal is documented in Fig. 2 at a d
tancez054.6 Å from the surface. The maximum corrugatio
amplitudeDz5zmax2zmin between the lateral pointsr i

max

and r i
min of maximum and minimum tip-sample distances

plotted as function of the applied bias voltageV together
with the corrugation amplitudeDz5zatom2zhollow measured
as difference between the tip-sample distances at the pos
of the atom and the hollow site.

In the case ofV.0, corresponding to the bias voltage
Fig. 1, we determined a positive corrugation amplitude of
order of 0.01 Å, which rises at higher voltages up to 0.04
The positive sign of the corrugation amplitude means t
atoms are imaged as protrusions~normal image! and repre-
sentative topography images of the rectangular surface
cell are shown in Fig. 2 as insets for voltages of 0.2 and
V.

In the case of high negative voltages (V,20.9 V! we
find that the image is reversed and hence the sign of
corrugation amplitude is negative. The absolute value is
the same order as in the positive voltage regime. A typ
image is shown as an inset in Fig. 2 (V521.4 V!. Compar-
ing the insets at positive voltage and high negative volta
the effect of image reversal is quite apparent~see the 2D unit
cell as reference!.

In the intermediate voltage regime, in which the corrug
tion reversal occurs, the images display a pattern of b
stripes parallel to the short side of the rectangular unit c
Starting from a voltage with a normal image~i.e., 11.4 V!
and reducing the bias voltage continuously there is a gra
change and absolute maxima change to local maxima a
positions of the atoms in the intermediate voltage regime
a voltage of aboutV520.4 V even the local maxima hav
disappeared. The change is also pointed out by the da

FIG. 2. Dependence of the corrugation amplitudeDz on the bias
voltage of the calculated STM image of W~110!. Insets show the
surface unit cell~bottom right! with atomic sites marked by dot
and typical STM images calculated for different bias voltagesV.
The full line displaysDz5zmax2zmin , calculated by Eq.~21!, be-
tween the lateral pointsr i of maximum and minimum corrugation
within the unit cell. The dashed line displaysDz5zatom2zhollow ,
the corrugation measured between the position of the atom and
hollow site. All results are calculated at a distance ofz054.6 Å.
Area of dark gray scale means small tunneling current.
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line in Fig. 2, which shows the differenceDz between an
atom position and a hollow site of the unit cell and does
coincide with the corrugation amplitude. The analogous d
cussion occurs starting with a reversed image at large n
tive voltages, but in this case absolute maxima change
local maxima at the hollow position~see inset in Fig. 2 for
V521.4 V andV520.7 V!.

The voltage, which can be identified as the border
tween normal and reversed image, is about20.4 V. How-
ever, this is not an absolute number since it changes with
distancez0, which corresponds experimentally to the chos
constant current. The trend is that for separations larger t
z054.6 Å, the critical voltage rises linearly. At a distance
7.2 Å it is equal to 0 V.

Obviously, these observations are in contradiction to c
ventional wisdom that on metal surfaces there is a one to
correspondence between high tunnel current and atom p
tions. The effect of image reversal makes the determina
of atomic sites by the STM image rather difficult.

Finally we would like to stress one more point: In th
transition regime of image-reversal at bias voltages betw
20.7 V and 0 V, the corrugation amplitude becomes e
tremely small and we speculate that this might be the ori
of the experimental difficulties in resolving the W~110! sur-
face with atomic resolution at negative bias voltage.

C. Corrugation amplitude

Figure 3 shows a typical corrugation profile taken alo
the @001# direction of the W~110! surface as indicated by
straight line in Fig. 1~a!. The experimental value for the cor
rugation amplitude is about 0.13 Å. This is about one or
of magnitude larger than the theoretically determined cor
gation in Fig. 2, which is of the order of 0.01 Å at a distan
z0 from the surface of 4.6 Å.

We attribute this tiny and in reality by STM nondetectab
corrugation amplitude to the application of the Terso
Hamann model,2 which is based ons-like tip wave functions.
As described above, Chen19 has extended this model to arb
trary tip orbitals. We have applied thederivative ruleto the
calculated STM image of Fig. 1~b! and extracted new corru
gation amplitudes, using the same procedure as before
addition to thes-orbital, which corresponds to the descriptio
of Tersoff and Hamann, the tip states withpz anddz2 char-

he

FIG. 3. A corrugation profile taken by a line scan along t
@001# direction of the W~110! surface as indicated by a straight lin
in Fig. 1~a! using scanning parameters as given in Fig. 1.
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acter are considered. Figure 4 shows the corrugation am
tude as function of the tip-sample distance for the three
ferent tip orbitals. The corrugation amplitudes we
calculated at different tip-sample distances for a fixed b
voltage of 10.1 V. The linear scaling of the corrugatio
amplitudes as function of the tip-sample distance in the se
logarithmic plots describes the exponential decay of the t
neling current with the distance. Comparing the corrugat
amplitudes of apz- or dz2-state tip with that of ans-state one,
the amplitudes are larger by factors of 2 or 6.25, resp
tively, as predicted by Chen’s derivative rule.19 These results
are consistent with the experimentally measured corruga
amplitude~cf. Fig. 3! of 0.13 Å, added in Fig. 4 as dotte
horizontal line, for a tip-sample separation of about 4 Å. T
distance is already quite small, but it is consistent with
estimation of the experimental tip-sample separation
means of the tunnel conductance:

G5
I

U
5

2e2

h
exp@22k~z2zcontact!#. ~24!

In Eq. ~24! we make the assumption that the tunnel cond
tance becomes equal to the conductance quantum at~single
atom! contactz5zcontact and that it decreases exponentia
with increasing distance from the surface. Applied to t
tunneling conditions of Fig. 1~a!, this leads to a value ofz
2zcontact52.4 Å. Takingzcontact as the lattice plane separa
tion in tungsten of 1.6 Å@^100& directions# to 2.2 Å @^110&
directions# one ends up with a tip-sample separation
4.0– 4.6 Å. This result is in accordance to our estimat
comparing the calculated and measured corrugation am
tude.

The orbital character of the tip state depends much on
tip material used. Experiments discussed in this paper h

FIG. 4. Corrugation amplitude as function of the tip-sample d
tance for three different orbital symmetries of the tip state. Us
Chen’s derivative rule~Ref. 19! the corrugation amplitudes fors-,
pz-, anddz2-type tip orbitals have been calculated at a bias volta
of 10.1 V. The experimental corrugation amplitude obtained fr
the STM-image of Fig. 1~a! is given by the horizontal dotted line
Symbols indicate calculated values. The full line is a linear int
polation of the values calculated for ans-type tip. The dashed and
dotted-dashed lines are given by the interpolated values of
s-type tip multiplied by Chen’s enhancement factors~Ref. 19! for a
pz anddz2 tip, respectively.
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been carried out with W tips. For W tip atoms the tunneli
is mostly due tod electrons at the Fermi energy. This h
also been confirmed by electronic structure calculations
Ohnishiet al.29 on W clusters, which makes the assumpti
of dz2 rather realistic.

We may draw one important conclusion from this inve
tigation: The corrugation reversal shown in Fig. 2, and c
culated for ans-state tip, should be also scaled-up by t
enhancement factor19 and thus should be detectable by ST
experiments. Although more realistic tip orbitals magnify t
corrugation amplitude we found, however, that the STM i
ages obtained frompz or dz2 state tip orbitals do not differ
qualitatively from thes-tip images. Therefore, we can safe
restrict the further discussion and analysis on the corruga
reversal to the model of Tersoff and Hamann.

D. Analysis of corrugation reversal

To give an explanation of the image reversal on the ba
of the electronic structure we start with the Fermi surface
W~110! as displayed in Fig. 5. Figure 5~a! shows the cen-
tered rectangular 2D Brillouin zone~BZ! of the bcc~110!
surface and in Fig. 5~b! calculated electronic states at th
Fermi energy are marked. Small open circles distingu
bulklike states from surface localized states represented
full dots. One finds three surface resonance bands an
surface-state band which have also been studied experim
tally by photoemission.30 The experimentally observed su
face resonances and surface state at the Fermi surface
explicitly mapped30 over the 2D BZ and a comparison show
a good agreement to our calculation~cf. Fig. 5!. The surface
state surrounds the S¯point of the Brillouin zone while one
resonance is aroundḠ, and around N̄, and a third one is
stretching along the axesḠH̄ and ḠN̄. In order to see the
dispersion of these different surface localized states Fig
shows the band structure inḠS̄ direction. One recognizes th
surface state located in an energetic gap of bulk band
well as two types of resonances. The surface-state band

-
g

e

-

e

FIG. 5. Fermi surface of W~110!. ~a! 2D Brillouin zone corre-
sponding to the centered rectangular unit cell of bcc transiti
metal ~110! surfaces@e.g., W~110!#. ~b! States of W~110! at the
Fermi energy. Open circles mark bulk states while filled circ
represent surface states or resonances with a localization~expecta-
tion value! of either more than 10% within the vacuum region
more than 45% within the muffin-tin spheres of the surface ato
including the vacuum region or more than 65% within the surfa
atoms, subsurface atoms and the vacuum region.
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FIG. 6. Calculated surface band structure of W~110! along the

ḠS̄ direction of the Brillouin zone. States marked with square, d
or diamond are localized with more than 5% in the vacuum, m
than 60% within the vacuum plus the muffin-tin sphere of the s
face atom, or more than 70% within the vacuum plus the muffin
spheres of the surface and subsurface atoms, respectively.
Fermi energyEF defines the energy zero.
its energetic minimum at21.3 eV and from a more detaile
analysis it can be concluded that its character changes
predominantlyd character at the minimum to ap-type state
at the zone boundary. This change occurs gradually
states near the Fermi energy have comparable contribu
of both types with a small admixture ofs electrons. While

the resonance aroundḠ exhibits a rather flat dispersion, th
resonance crossing the Fermi energy approximately half

to S̄, rises quite steeply. Thus there is a considerable num
of possible electronic states responsible for the observed
nomena and one has to understand the relative importan
these states as well as their quantitative contribution to
corrugation inversion. In order to find those states, wh
contribute most to the corrugation in STM images we
looking at thez dependence of the wave functions at diffe
ent points in reciprocal space. Following Sackset al.22 we
begin the analysis in terms of a simplified model introduc
by Eqs.~12!–~14!. In this model we can see that theki- and
Gi

s-resolved contribution to the surface topography at
surface planez50 is detected at the distancez after ki- and
Gi

s-dependent weighting expressed by Eq.~12!. Conse-
quently, waves with the smallest lattice vectorsGi

s and the
highest energye will reach out furthest into the vacuum an
contribute most to the STM image. Theki-dependent filter-
ing effect of exp(2kki

n z) on nkin
s (z) is analyzed graphically

in Figs. 7~a!–7~c! for the three smallest stars~s51,2,3! of
reciprocal lattice vectorsGi

s . Figures 7~a!–7~c! display the

t,
e
-
n
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s
on
FIG. 7. ~Color! Star coefficients inki space at a tip-sample distancez0 of 4.6 Å. Panels~a! to ~c! show the first three star coefficient
decay function as calculated by Eq.~14! with EF525.69 eV and~d! to ~f! show the first three star coefficients of the FLAPW calculati
for W~110! in the energy range (EF – 0.2 eV ,EF). Images~d! to ~f! have been calculated using 630ki points in the I2BZ. Yellow shows
positive coefficient values while red marks negative values.
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exponential decay ofnki

s (z0 u EF) in terms of gray scale plots

over the 2D Brillouin zone calculated for the Fermi energ
e5EF , at a tip-sample distance ofz054.6 Å. In these plots
the electronic structure has been explicitly ignored by rep
ing in Eq. ~14! all coefficientsckin

n by a constant and replac

ing kkin
n by kki

n (EF). We usedEF525.69 eV as calculated

for our W~110!-film. These results need to be compared
Figs. 7~d!–7~f!, which show the actual coefficientsnkin

s (z0)

for the first three stars, including the electronic structu
calculated according to Eq.~7! by FLAPW calculations in
the energy interval (EF20.2 eV,EF). On the basis of Fig. 7
we can discuss the importance of various contributions to
tunneling current over theki space.

The first termnki

(1) corresponding toGi
(1)50 leads to anr i

independent, i.e., laterally constant contribution to the t
neling current@cf. Eq. ~8!#. nki

(1) is always positive. It does

not make any contribution to the corrugation pattern bu
adds to the total tunneling current~total LDOS! and thus it is
important in scanning tunneling spectroscopy. In Fig. 7~a!
one concludes that this star coefficient is dominated by st
near the center of the BZ as is commonly accepted. Com
ing Fig. 7~a! to Fig. 7~d!, it is clear that the particular elec
tronic structure of the surface still leads to some deviation
the simple picture. One can recognize the surface reson
aroundḠ as well as a part of the resonance which stretc
along the axes ofki space~see Fig. 5 for comparison!. The
area in the BZ which is of importance fornki

(1) is thus still

influenced by the particular electronic structure. The de
of the second star coefficientnki

(2) of the LDOS is displayed

in Fig. 7~b!. The STM topography pattern resulting from th
second star function@see Eq.~9!# depends on the sign of th
star coefficient and contributes to corrugation or anticorru
tion as seen in Fig. 2 for voltagesV511.4 V orV521.4 V,
respectively. One finds that in this case the main contribu
results from states around S.̄ From Fig. 7~e! we analyze the
contribution to the STM image made by different states
the BZ. Figure 7~e! displays positivenki

(2) coefficients in yel-

low and red for coefficients with negative sign. Now one c
easily understand the different role of the surface resona
and the surface state on the corrugation. We find that all b
states and all surface resonances have positivenki

(2) coeffi-

cients and contribute to a normal STM image, consist
with the general wisdom for metal surfaces that electrons
the screen the positive charge of the nucleus and the S
topography and the atom position should coincide. The s
face states located around S¯are the only states with negativ
nki

(2) and are the single source of the anticorrugation of

STM image. In addition the negativenki

(2) contributes to the

total n(2) by a large weighting factor because of its positi
close to S̄while the resonances are of rather small value d
to the little weight ofnki

(2) at theḠ or H̄ point. The resonance

along the axesḠH̄ and ḠN̄ contributes the highest value
among the normal states.

The actual STM image for a chosen bias voltage depe
upon the integral value of the second star coefficient
,
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the LDOS over the 2D BZ. This quantity,ns(z0 u e), is dis-
played in Fig. 8 for the first three star coefficients as a fu
tion of energy at a tip-sample distance ofz054.6 Å. We
seen(1)(e) is always positive, since it represents the to
charge density integrated over the 2D unit cell. The sec
star coefficient of the LDOSn(2)(e) is three orders of mag
nitude smaller thann(1)(e) and changes sign at an energy
about20.2 eV. Thus for energies below20.2 eV the nega-
tive contribution of the surface states is higher in absol
value than the contribution of all other states, which is po
tive. Since the tunneling current at a certain bias voltageV is
given by an energy integral of the LDOS betweenEF and
EF1eV @Eq. ~1!#, the corrugation does not change its si
until a voltage of20.4 V is reached~see Fig. 2!. Then the
positive values ofn(2) states betweenEF20.2 eV andEF are
compensated by negative values betweenEF20.4 eV and
EF20.2 eV. Reducing the applied voltage below20.4 V
results then in an image reversal. A maximal negative va
of n(2)(z u e) is reached at21.3 eV, which is the minimum
of the surface state band~Fig. 6! consistent with the inter-
pretation that the surface state is responsible for anticorru
tion. The change in sign of the second star coefficient and

FIG. 8. Star coefficients integrated over the 2D Brillouin zone
a function of energy atz054.6 Å. ~a! n(1)(zue), ~b! n(2)(zue), and
~c! n(3)(zue). n(1)(zue) is always positive since it resemble
the LDOS. The sign ofn(2)(zue) decides whether the STM imag
displays a corrugation or anticorrugation pattern. The value
n(3)(zue) is non-neglectable only in the energy range that shows
change of sign forn(2)(zue). Compare Fig. 2.
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rise for energies aboveEF is due to the competition betwee
the surface state and the resonance. Finally the third
coefficient is plotted in Figs. 7~c! and 7~f!. Thez-dependent
ki-point filtering shown in Fig. 7~c! projects out states nea

the N̄ point. The emphasis on these states also becomes
dent in the plots including the electronic structure@Fig. 7~f!#.
One observes the strong influence of the resonance ar
the N̄ point on this star coefficient of the LDOS. The thir
star coefficient can become positive or negative, but the t
star function@see Eq.~10!# is simply a cosine function in the

@11̄0# direction of the surface and hence it is not respons
for the effect of corrugation reversal. Nevertheless, the ac
FLAPW calculation demonstrates thatn(2) andn(3) can be of
comparable value. This happens for the energy regime
tween20.4 and 0 eV, when the second star coefficient
comes quite small~see Fig. 8! or zero due to the compensa
tion between the surface state and the resonance. In
regime the superposition of the star functionf2

2D(r i) and
f3

2D(r i) leads to new images exhibiting patterns of be
stripes from the cosine functionf3

2D(r i) ~see the patterns in
Fig. 2 at voltages20.7 V and20.3 V!. Stars of even highe
order do not contribute significantly anymore because
average value of the star coefficientsns decreases exponen
tially with the length of the star vector as can be conclud
from equation~14! and is also evident from Fig. 8. In Fig.
the charge density contours in real space of typical surf
states and surface resonances along theḠH̄ andḠN̄ lines are
displayed. Figures 9~a! and 9~b! show cross sections throug
the W~110! film of states lying on the surface-state ban
One finds a charge density between surface atoms w
spills into the vacuum and causes the anticorrugated im
The behavior of the resonance states shown in Figs. 9~c! and
9~d! is quite different. Thedxz- and dz2-type states lead to
vacuum LDOS located at the atom and thus to a normal S
imaging of atomic sites.

In order to understand the formation of the charge den
contour of the surface state as exhibited in Figs. 9~a! or 9~b!
and the surface state itself from the bulk bands we follow
formation of the W~110! surface from the bulk by pulling
apart the W bulk in discrete steps long the@110# direction.
We have chosen a~110! unit cell of 4 ~110! planes inz
direction and increased the separation between these
cells by 0.5, 1.0, and 2.5 Å along thez direction starting from
the bulk separation. At each separation we calculated
projected band structure and confirmed that the surface-
band described above is a split-off state from binding b
states and is lifted in energy. The evolution of the cha
density contour associated with a particular surface s
along with the formation of the surface is shown in Fig.
for the different unit-cell separations. In the bulk, the st
under discussion is a bonding state with bonding char
between the atoms along the short side of the centered
angular@the ^001& directions# unit cell of the bcc~110! sur-
face. Along the long side of the unit cell@the ^110& direc-
tions# there are charge density zeros between the atoms a
is thus an antibonding state along the long side of the
cell and perpendicular to the surface. As the surface
formed, the bond strength between atoms at the forming
face is increased, the symmetry of the forming surface s
changes, the hybridization of this state with the underly
tar
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substrate decreases and leads to a dehybridization of su
face charge, the charge density of the so formed surface
releases energy by spilling out into the vacuum and cau
the anticorrugation. The behavior of the surface state
minds at the formation of dangling bond states of covalen
bonded semiconductors with directionsp3 hybrids, which
are also responsible for anticorrugation. For the surface re
nance states~not shown here! the picture is quite different.
The charge density is located at the atom and the symm
does not change by the formation of the surface and a r
nance state supports a normal image. In order to confirm
interpretation of the formation of the surface-state band
being partly due to the dehybridization of subsurface sta
in favor to the surface state, which gives the characteri
charge density features leading to anticorrugation in S
images, we also calculated a free monolayer of W~110!. In
that case we expect to find no states which exhibit an a
corrugation image since there is no subsurface layer.
band structure of the monolayer is presented in Fig.
Comparing this band structure with the 11-layer calculat
of Fig. 6 one notices that the surface-state band with
characteristic energy minimum in the middle of theḠS̄

FIG. 9. Single-state valence charge-density contour ma
nkin

(r ) for W~110! on the ~001! plane. Contours start from 1027

electrons/~a.u.!3 and increase by a factor of 4.~a! and~b! show plots
for states on the surface-state band atki5(0.35,0.39A2)p/aA2,
en520.05 eV andki5(0.58,0.38A2)p/aA2, en520.11 eV, re-
spectively. ~c! and ~d! show plots for states on the surfac
resonance bands atki5(0.15,0.18A2)p/aA2, en510.04 eV and
ki5(0.15,0.61A2)p/aA2, en510.04 eV, respectively. Atom po-
sitions are marked by filled circles.
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FIG. 10. ~Color! Change of the surface state charge density when a W~110! surface is created from a bulk calculation. A single state

the band atk5A2p/a0 (0.35,0.35A2,0.35) with energyekn5EF21.2 eV is displayed.~a!–~d! in the @11̄0# direction:~a! bulk, ~b! 10.5 Å,
~c! 11.0 Å, and~d! 12.5 Å. ~e!–~h! in the @001# direction: ~e! bulk, ~f! 10.5 Å, ~g! 11.0 Å, and~h! 12.5 Å.
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direction is missing. There is a band in the monolayer ba
structure with a behavior near the S¯point ~at 10.5 eV, see
Fig. 11! similar to the surface-state band of the W~110! sur-
face but the calculation of the second star coefficient disp
no sign reversal~not shown here!.

We have thus analyzed that the surface-state band, w
leads to anticorrugation in STM images, originates from
hybridization of surface and subsurface states. This c
cludes the analysis of the electronic structure with respec
the phenomena of image reversal.

E. Comments on Nb„110…, Mo„110…, Ta„110…

It is well-known31 that the overall form and structure o
the LDOS and of the band structure depend on the cry
symmetry, while the actual peak positions relative to
Fermi energy, peak heights or energy dispersions depen
the crystal potential or chemical element, respectively. Th
we speculate that the image reversal, predicted for W~110!,
is a rather general phenomenon for all bcc~110! transition-
metal surfaces although the image change may occur at
ferent voltages depending on the metal. Therefore, we h
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calculated Ta~110! as an additional example of unmagne
bcc ~110! transition-metal surfaces. The corrugation amp
tude at a distance ofz054.6 Å is displayed in Fig. 12. As for
W~110! there is a corrugation reversal which in this ca
occurs atV511.3 V. Thus in a wide voltage regime aroun
0 V only anticorrugation images will be observed. Also t
change from one corrugation type to the other takes place
a much smaller voltage scale~i.e., the curve is much steepe
near the critical voltage!. The surface-state band responsib
for the effect has its band minimum at an energy of 0.6
belowEF . It has shifted up by 0.7 eV compared to W, whic
is due to the fact that Ta has one electron less. Mo, as
other possible candidate, is isoelectronic to W and hence
expect for the Mo~110! surface an image reversal aroun
EF . Nb is isoelectronic to Ta and we estimate that the b
tom of the surface-state band should be also around 0.6
below EF and an image reversal should occur aroundV5
11.3 V.

F. Comments on ferromagnetic Fe„110…

A more complicated scenario may develop for the~110!
surfaces of the magnetic bcc 3d transition metals Cr, Mn,
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and Fe. The electronic structure is spin-split by an excha
splitting, whose size is proportional to the local magne
moment. Therefore, the image reversal should occur tw
once for the majority states and once for the minority sta
If the majority states are located belowEF and the minority
states are located aboveEF or a magnetic tip is used, then th
observation of both anticorrugations should become poss
In general, however, nonmagnetic tips are used and elect
of one spin character dominate the tunneling current. In
case one expects only the anticorrugation of the lead
vacuum spin character. The minor vacuum spin charac

FIG. 11. Calculated surface band structure of a free monola

of W~110! along the ḠS̄ direction of the Brillouin zone. State
marked with a diamond are localized with more than 20% in
vacuum. The Fermi energyEF defines the energy zero.

FIG. 12. Dependence of the corrugation amplitudeDz of the
Ta~110! surface on the bias voltage. The full line displa
Dz5zmax2zmin , calculated by Eq.~21!, between the lateral point
r i of maximum and minimum corrugation within the surface u
cell. The dashed line displaysDz5zatom2zhollow , the corrugation
measured between the position of the atom and the hollow site.
distance from the surface wasz054.6 Å.
e
c
e,
s.

le.
ns
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which is not necessarily identical to the minority states, m
contribute to a small intensity variation of the tunneling cu
rent.

To explore this further we have investigated ferroma
netic Fe~110! as a typical example of a magnetic bcc tran
tion metal in more detail. Fe has two valence electrons m
than W. Since ferromagnetic Fe has a moment of abou
mB , both additional electrons occupy majority states and
number of Fe minority electrons and of W valence electro
per spin state are about the same. Therefore, similar to W
minority spin states should drive the anticorrugation effec
energies close to the Fermi energy, e.g., small bias volta
and thus should be accessible by STM experiments. The
ticorrugation effect driven by the majority electrons may
well below EF and probably not accessible by STM expe
ments. We have calculated the electronic structure of fe
magnetic Fe~110!. The bulk magnetic moment was dete
mined to 2.06mB in good agreement with the experiment
value of 2.12mB . The surface magnetic moment was e
hanced to 2.35mB . As expected we found a spin-split ele
tronic structure. Looking at the LDOS of a surface Fe ato
displayed in Fig. 13 we find an exchange splitting of abou
eV for a surface atom. The minority spin states are the do
nating spin character in the vicinity of the Fermi energ
Moreover, atEF the majority states are mostly bulk stat
and the minority states are mostly surface states locate
the typical bcc bonding-antibonding gap dominating the tu
neling current through the vacuum barrier~cf. Fig. 13!. Fig-
ure 14 exhibits the surface band structures of the Fe~110!

minority and majority states alongḠS̄ direction. Both are
similar to the band structure of the W~110! surface~cf. Fig.
6!. In particular the surface-state band, responsible for
anticorrugated images of the W~110! surface, can be found
for both spin characters. For the Fe minority state, the b
tom of the surface-state band is located at about20.7 eV,32

indeed close to the value of21.3 eV for W~110!. For ma-
jority states, the bottom of the surface-state band is locate
22.4 eV.32 The zero curvature at the bottom of the surfac
state bands lead to narrow peaks in the LDOS of the sur
Fe atom and the vacuum exhibited in Fig. 13. Correspond
to the minority-state surface-band starting at20.7 eV we
determined the corrugation-reversal from the anti-corruga
image to the normal STM-image in the minority-stat
channel at a voltage of about10.7 V, shown in Fig. 15.
Since in general the STM tip is not sensitive to the sp
direction of tunneling electrons, majority spin states will al
contribute to an image taken at this energy. From Fig. 15
see, that for this energy range, majority electrons always l
to a normal corrugation pattern and work against the co
gation reversal caused by the minority surface state. H
ever, their contribution to the tunneling current is mu
smaller than that of the minority states and the ima
reversal will take place. The critical voltage at which th
reversal takes place is shifted to10.4 V. Since the contribu-
tions of majority and minority states to the corrugation a
plitude are of different sign the total amplitude becomes
tremely small@compare to W~110!, Fig. 2#. Thus one might
not be able to gain atomic resolution on the Fe~110! surface
at all.
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VI. SUMMARY

We have presented a detailed theoretical study of S
images for the W~110! surface on the basis of the Tersof
Hamann model.2 We compared our calculated STM imag
with an experimental one and found a good qualitative ag
ment. Concerning the corrugation amplitude we appl
Chen’s derivative rule19 and could explain the enhanced e
perimental value as compared to the calculated one, ca
lated on the basis of the Tersoff-Hamann model, by ass
ing a possibledz2 orbital for the STM tip. Depending on th
energy regime, i.e., the applied bias voltageV, we found
either a normal image of atomic sites~in case ofV.20.4 V!
or a reversed image which corresponds to observing the
terstices as atoms (V,20.4 V!. This is a consequence of th
electronic structure of the surface. In the voltage regim
where the image reversal takes place, the corrugation am
tude becomes extremely small, atomic resolution is lost
a stripelike topography may appear. This is consistent w
the experimental difficulties finding atomic resolution
negative voltages. By detailed analysis we have shown th

FIG. 13. Spin-resolved density of states of ferromagne
Fe~110! as a function of energy. Upper part of each panel displ
majority states~spin,1), lower part minority states~spin,2). Top
panel contains the DOS in the vacuum at a tip sample distanc
z055 Å in a volume determined bydz051.3 Å. Middle and bottom
panel show the angular momentum decomposed density of s
projected in muffin-tin spheres for surface atom and center at
respectively. The latter corresponds to the bulk LDOS. Full l
represents the total contribution while the broken line represents
insignificant amount ofs1p1 f contribution. Arrows indicate the
minimum of the surface state band. The Fermi energy is the or
of energy zero.
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competition between a surface state with anticorrugating a
a resonance with corrugating charge density is the reason
this unexpected behavior. Since these competing states h
different decay lengths into the vacuum, the critical volta
for the image reversal depends also on the tip-surface se
ration. It increases linearly from20.4 V atz054.6 Å to 0 V
at z057.2 Å. In the case of Ta~110! anticorrugated STM
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FIG. 14. Calculated surface band structure of Fe~110! majority

~left! and minority~right! states along theḠS̄ direction of the 2D
BZ. States marked with a square, dot, or diamond are localized w
more than 5% in the vacuum, more than 60% within the vacuu
plus the muffin-tin sphere of the surface atom, or more than 70
within the vacuum plus the muffin-tin spheres of the surface a
subsurface atoms, respectively. The Fermi energyEF defines the
energy zero.

FIG. 15. Dependence of the corrugation amplitude on the b
voltage of the ferromagnetic Fe~110! surface. The full line displays
Dz5zmax2zmin , calculated by Eq.~21!, between the lateral points
r i of maximum and minimum corrugation within the unit cell at
distance ofz054.5 Å. The sign of corrugation amplitude has bee
defined by the sign of the~integrated! second star coefficient. The
dashed and dotted-dashed lines display the contributions of majo
and minority electrons, respectively. Notice that the total corrug
tion amplitude is not simply the sum of majority and minority con
tributions.
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images are expected practically over the entire voltage
gime available by the STM. The critical voltage at whic
anticorrugated images change to corrugated ones was sh
to a value of11.3 V and the change takes place in a sma
voltage interval than for W. For Fe~110! the bandstructure is
very similar to the ones of W~110! or Ta~110!. In the ferro-
magnetic ground state, the spin splitting of the bands sh
the majority surface state to energies too far below the Fe
energy to be accessible experimentally by STM. Howev
the image reversal should still be observable for mino
spin electrons and should occur at a bias voltage of ab
10.4 V when both spin directions contribute to tunneli
current as for a standard STM. In the not so far future, wh
spin-polarized STM becomes available, we may observe
different corrugating nature of majority and minority state
In case of a spin-polarized STM the image reversal is
pected for 0.7 eV and below 0.7 eV minority states sho
appear anticorrugated and majority states corrugated.

Since the effect depends only on the electronic structu
seems very likely to be a general phenomena for
re-
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transition-metal bcc~110! surfaces although the imag
change may occur at different voltages depending on
metal under investigation. Experimentally the effect could
identified by scanning a surface with adsorbates of kno
adsorption site acting as reference in order to distingu
between the two different corrugation patterns of the surf
as done for N/Cr~100! by Vargaet al.33

Note added in proof.We recently became aware that t
distance dependentki andG'

s selection@similar to Eq.~14!#
has been used before by Harris and Liebsch@J. Harris and A.
Liebsch, Phys. Rev. Lett.49, 341 ~1982!# to analyze helium
scattering at metal surfaces.
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